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About This Game

Bunker 58:
Locked inside of Bunker 58 surrounded by unidentified creatures trying to kill you. There is only one way to survive, and that is
to kill anything that attacks you. You are set with a selection of weapons ranging from melee to guns, and even have a torch for

the use of light.

How much do you value your life, and how much are you willing to kill to keep it?

Features:
- Atmospheric soundtrack

- Enemy ai
- Open map (The Bunker - Open for you to explore)

- Animated jumpscares
- Unique Enemie

- Multiple weapon choices

Planned:

We hope to add the following
- A selection of different maps

- Re-spawning enemies, so players can enjoy enemies wave by wave.
- GUI that indicates wave
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-Purchasable weapons on wall (Used by points earned from killing enemies)

Please note that this state of the game is a complete version and may never change, meaning the planned changes above may
never be added.

*Enemies can be killed within around a 15 minute gameplay time, which is why we are planning on adding the re-spawning of
enemies really soon! That being said, we still find the game to be enjoyable.*
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Title: Bunker 58
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Acuze Interactives
Publisher:
Acuze Interactives
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 
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There isnt a game here. Its a couple of enemys in a small space nothing else
. lmao this game has about 35 seconds of content.. the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665don't work. Can't even pick up a
key and finished in 5mins.... 0\/10. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=od2v3qdQ4QY. "Please note that this state of the
game is a complete version and may never change, meaning the planned changes above may never be added.
*Enemies can be killed within around a 15 minute gameplay time, which is why we are planning on adding the re-spawning of
enemies really soon! That being said, we still find the game to be enjoyable.*"

If what is in bold is actually what the developers believe then they must freshly birthed goldfish to find even a
modicum of enjoyability in this "game". Absoulte bottom of the barrel scum as it stands at the moment.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=udW7opk0-3I
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Bunker 58? More like Bunker \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 8. Because that's how terrible it is.

Zombies don't have shirts or shoes, but also suspiciously lack hair and nipples (YES I LOOKED AT TEH DEAD BODIES!)

Please don't buy this game. You would be better off flushing your money down the toilet, having your toilet get clogged and
then having your own feces flood throughout your home. YES. THIS IS PREFERABLE.

FECES.

. The only time you might get somewhat scared is when you see the first enemy walking past the room you spawn in before you
realize you have a near infinite ammo assault rifle, and then you will notice how bad all the sounds are, and then you will stroll
around a small bunker for about 5-10 minutes depending on your pace and thats about it, shoot a few bad guys, about 2
jumpscares, and you will double back thinking you've missed something when really you havent. Really not even worth the
price, let alone the 5-10 minutes you'll waste.. On June 6th, 2017, Valve shutdowns Greenlight. The day after, Acuze
Interactives releases Bunker 58 as a full-game... while it's still pre-alpha!

POSITIVES
1. Does not crash

NEGATIVES
1. ASSET FLIPS
2. Only one tiny map
3. Some framerate issues
4. Very few enemy encounters
5. Scary segments are poorly executed
6. Poorly implemented melee combat
7. Player respawns with no weapon
8. Poorly implemented inventory system
9. Poorly implemented crafting system
10. Some functionality issues with the UI
11. Glitchy item placements
12. Interaction with the environment is nonexistant
13. Nothing else to do after you kill all enemies
14. Excessively overpriced

What the game description on the store page should be: "After playing this game, you will question yourself how much the devs
value their reputation, and how far will they go to pursue their dreams."

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cbIi_g-6A9U

Rating:
0.5 \/ 10. this game suck DON'T BUY IT . its a wast of time they have not even updated the game at all again DON'T BUY
THIS GAME. I thought the 'about 10 enemies in an otherwise empty asset pack map' sub-genre of games has died with Lost
Base Escape, but here we are. I like Unity Bunker or whatever this pack is called, but this indecent.
The store page at least notes that it's 15 minutes & that they may never update it.
I don't remember Lost Base Escape admitting that, but at least it or like Near Midnight had the dency to have an ending screen
when you had finished with the "content", this along the lines of Bold New World where you are just left wondering whether
you've done the wrong thing or we're here again in the Jim Sterling wheelhouse; we'll we are there & they even wedged in
stamina nonsense.
Dire.
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